
MCRYPT

Securing the digital world



THE FIRST SIX months of 2018 have seen an 

inordinate number of cybersecurity meltdowns. 

And they weren't just your standard corporate 

breaches.

It's only 9 Months in, and already there's been 

viral, state-sponsored ransomware, leaks of spy 

tools from US intelligence agencies, and full-on 

campaign hacking. 

And that's just the beginning.



Our experts have a fully working system for a problem that the 
leading companies in the world claimed couldn’t be cracked.

Well MCRYPT has done it. 

As you are aware the world online is a fragile place, easily 
downloading content through multiple different platforms. 

This system is live and working this isn’t just a pen and paper, this is 
a secure way to transfer and sell music, films as well is streams for 
live football. 

It is a end to end encryption. 

It is impossible for a file to be intercepted and then be sent to others 
or uploaded.

Companies can use our platform to sell and promote their products 
without fear of it potentially being leaked



How Mcrypt works
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Digital Rights Management

Mcrypt can be used as a DRM tool built into 

any media player



Electronic Voting

• Mcrypt can be used to secure the Voting 

from electronic voting systems.

• The data from the voting terminal will be 

encrypted using our 2048 bit polymorphic 

encryption.

• Each vote cast will be secure and not 

open to tampering or fraud.



Film Distribution
Major movie productions now distribute there 

movies electronically.

As Disney found out this has made them open to 

hackers and having the movie stolen.  Then 

being held to ransom to stop the movie being 

released online.

Mcrypt would encrypt the movie before sending 

only allowing the correct recipients to see the 

movie in an unencrypted state.

So protecting the production companies 

investment and copyright.



So Mcrypt Can 
Keep electronic voting secure and stop voting 

fraud.

Keep all secret Government and Company data 

secure over the internet.  Stop data leaks and 

hacking of sensitive data on internal servers and 

data sticks.

Mcrypt will encrypt and secure all media or data 

and give total piece of mind.

So protecting companies investment and 

copyright, and Governments sensitive data and 

communications.



GET SAFE

GET SECURE

GET MCRYPT


